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From: Scott Barber
To: Donald Jackson; Joseph Schoppy; Thomas Sicola
Date: 4/19/05 6:18PM
Subject: Millstone Special Team - Initial Info

If you are receiving this e-mail you are either on the Millstone Special Team or may have an interest in it. I
have some basic Information to share with you.

- Use inspection procedure 93812 with report number 0005042312005012 (check the format first) with
activity code ER to charge direct inspection effort (DIE) for this special inspection. Don't worry ER counts
as DIE just like BI.

- Use SEP or SED with this report number to charge time to preparation or documentation.

- Joe and I will be onsite tomorrow to gather information for the bag man trip. We may do some limited
Inspection but the bulk inspection work will start on April 25.

- Marvin Sykes is the team manager. I am the team leader and I have obligation to keep the region
informed of our progress. I will do my best to do this in a manner that minimizes its impact on the team
members, and maximizes their time in the field chasing the issues. We'll sort through the best way to do
this as the Inspection progresses.

- Dominion Nuclear Connecticut (DNC) is not projecting restart before April 28 based on limited PORV
work. If they work both PORVs startup will be after that date. That actually gives us time to sort through a
number of the key issues before restart.

- The entrance is planned between 8:00 am and 9:00 am Monday morning. I talked to both Marvin and
Paul and they are willing to authorize OT or Comp time to support this schedule.

- Our rough schedule Is on-site 4/25-4/29, initial doc 4/29-5/12, public exit 5/12 (could be 5/11 or 5/13),
final doc 5/12-5/31, Issue IR in June 2005. This Is based on no major issues or surprises.

That's all for now. If you have questions, please e-mail me or call me on my temporary NRC cell phone

CC: Marvin Sykes; Nicole Sieller; Paul Krohn; Ronald Nimitz; Wayne Schmidt
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